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RESEARCH OUTPUT
The research output comprises two installation artworks
developed in 2014 for the UnBox Festival, New Delhi, and its
preliminary UnBox LABS event in Ahmedabad. The research
examined the qualities and values built through self-organised
communities that are lost in the resettlement process.
Research was conducted initially with the informal communities of
Ahmedabad, India and developed through the artworks, exploring
real, imagined and digital space in the context of the limited plot size,
three by four metres, given to relocated resettlement colonies on the
periphery of the city.
Sermon led the production of artworks in the collaborative project.
Projection and cross-city telemetry were used to develop co-creative
audience participation around issues identified in the context of India’s
increasingly densely populated cities.

UnBox LABS ‘Future Cities’, Ahmedabad

The ideation installation in Ahmedabad consisted of a muslin-covered
bamboo structure, incorporating video projections of sourced
and selected images and quotations translated into English. It was
first exhibited as part of the UnBox LABS Final Reveal Exhibition in
Ahmedabad, India, on 7 March 2014.
The quotations and images used were sourced from Ahmedabad’s
informal urban settlements through a process of interviews and
engagements. These revealed ways in which the inhabitants used
digital technologies to engage with and rework their perceptions of
habitat, space and the city. Projections were visible both externally and
internally to the structure. Participants were encouraged to enter and be
immersed, provoking interaction and dialogue on the projected content.
3×4 ideation installation
UnBox LABS, National Institute of
Design, Ahmedabad
7 March 2014

UnBox Festival, Khōj Studios, New Delhi

An interactive telepresent installation was then designed for converged
public audiences between New Delhi and the Southbank Centre,
London. The audience groups stood in a 3x4m installation space
referencing the resettlement plots in Ahmedabad. These spaces were
brought together through a system of live chroma-keying, situating them
in a computer-generated 3×4 metre virtual environment.
3×4 was installed at Khōj International Artists’ Association (Khōj Studios)
during the UnBox Festival in New Delhi from 12 to 14 December 2014
and was connected to Festival Village at the Southbank Centre, London.
The installation was then presented at the Southbank Centre’s Alchemy
and Web We Want Festivals in May 2015, linked between the Royal
Festival Hall in London and the India Habitat Centre, Visual Arts Gallery
in New Delhi.
The works were presented and discussed in conferences (Edinburgh
2017, Krems 2017), a showcase (Southbank Centre, 2014), a
documentary (Gwangju Design Biennale, 2015) and in print (Metaverse
Creativity, 2016).
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3×4 Metaspace ideation installation
UnBox LABS, National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad, 7 March 2014
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3x4 Metaspace
Installation of 3×4 Metaspace
ideation installation
at UnBox LABS Future Cities 2014
Access documentary film at
https://vimeo.com/88951692

Telematic 3x4 Metaspace
installation between
New Delhi and London,
UnBox Festival 2014
Access documentary film at
https://vimeo.com/119218011

Telematic 3x4 Metaspace
installation between New Delhi
and London 2014
Compiled version of line out
recording of screen imagery
created during the installation at
https://vimeo.com/119006683

(overleaf)
Telematic 3x4 Metaspace
installation 2014
Photographs taken during the
public engagement with the
installation in Delhi (blue) and
London (green)
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3x4 Metaspace

Children engaging with 3×4 Metaspace installation
Khōj Studios, Khirkee Extension, New Delhi, 12 to 14 December 2014

3×4 Metaspace installation
Alchemy Festival, Southbank Centre London, 15 May 2015
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The interrogative nature of the initial UnBox LABS Future
Cities event, with its format of open-engagement and crossdisciplinary exploration, allowed for this research to evolve
along two connected lines of enquiry.
Firstly, the ethnographic understanding of the settlements and how the
knowledge of their shared lives can contribute to wider debates on the
subject of cities of the future; secondly, the potential of collaborative
interdisciplinary knowledge acquisition and the means through which it
can be harnessed towards problems of grand scale.
A visual ethnographic aspect involving photographic and video
recordings with residents of the Ahmedabad settlements questioned
the nature of the physical spaces inhabited by members and families
within these communities, recognising that the perceived boundaries
of the space were changed by digitally inter-connected lives. Through
the construction of the two installations, the research also asked how
built and imagined narratives can be brought closer together, creating
new visual and embodied commentaries about how we occupy space in
cities.
The team that came together asked themselves and held in mind
a number of questions throughout the research, and while no
straightforward answers were expected, these served as a continual
guide to the shared practice.
1.
2.
3.
UnBox LABS Future Cities
Workshop outcomes and
early stages of 3x4 Metaspace
installation build, National Institute
of Design, Ahmedabad

Given the available hybrids of digital space, how are the boundaries
of built spaces shifting and what might new requirements be?
What might new systems of engagement look like given the societal
structures evidenced in the Indian settlements?
What will multi-dimensional spaces look like psychologically,
physically, digitally and ecologically?

The project was also an experiment in co-creation and collaboration, one
that was rooted in the laboratory project as a whole, but which gained
specific focus with the 3x4 team as it progressed towards the two cocreated artworks.
1.
2.

Can the aims, interests and lifestyles of citizen inhabitants be
understood by researchers through co-creation and collaboration?
In what ways can inhabitants’ understanding of physical and digital
space be communicated to new audiences and researchers through
a digital art forms?
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RESEARCH CONTEXT
The output and underpinning explorations
were undertaken in the context of the twoweek UnBox LABS 2014: Future Cities event,
an intensive and collaborative practice-based
workshop at the National Institute of Design in
Ahmedabad, India.

The 3×4 Metaspace telematic installation was
hosted in New Delhi by Khōj International Artists’
Association, Gallery and Studios, an experimental
community arts centre located in Khirkee Extension,
an urban village and informal settlement. Khōj
Studios have been supporting residencies and
engagement projects, working directly with informal
settlement communities since 1997.

The UnBox LABS 2014 brought together 36 selected
researchers and creative practitioners from across
India and the UK to explore the theme of future cities.
Paul Sermon was invited to participate based on his
knowledge and experience of creative technology
and social arts practices. The Labs were supported
by the Arts and Humanities Research Council, British
Council and the Science and Innovation Network.

3×4 Metaspace is a project that seeks to look at
informal settlements differently by envisaging a future
where everyone has the right to citizenship and
informality is not viewed as a problem but, as Austin
Zeiderman (2008) notes, a promising new model
of urbanism for the global south. The issue of living
space explored in the research is not just exclusive
to the global south. Cities like London have seen
an increasing reduction in the availability of space.
Through this telematic 3×4 installation, audiences in
New Delhi and London were brought into a new kind
of 3×4 ‘metaspace’ and embodied dialogue on living
spaces and practices.

Facilitated through a set of mentored workshops,
the researchers examined the potential of their
combined strengths and creative tensions. The
research teams emerged from value sharing
exercises that led to small team collaborations and
understandings of the overarching Future Cities
theme.
3x4 Metaspace, was produced by Sermon with Dr
Claire McAndrew (Institute for Digital Innovation in
the Built Environment, UCL) working in collaboration
alongside Swati Janu (Architect, Delhi) with local
knowledge of informal settlements, supported
by photographer Vivek Muthuramalingam. The
value of the partnership was seen as intrinsic to the
researchers’ contributions to the workshop.
Sermon’s contribution stemmed from a longstanding
international reputation as a digital media artist, with
a career that includes large-scale works focusing on
themes of the perception of others, difference and
community understanding.
The project title ‘3x4’ draws on the dwelling
restrictions used in resettlement programmes in
Ahmedabad to provoke dialogue on the boundaries
of space. Resettlement colonies are set up by the
government to relocate people from informal
settlements within the city to vacant land, usually on
the periphery. 3x4 metres is the plot size provided
in some of these resettlement colonies. In the
largest city examples, Delhi and Mumbai as well as
Ahmedabad, over 50 per cent of the population live
in informal urban settlements.
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RESEARCH PROCESS
The process of research went through four
distinct stages: the formation of the research
team in the wider context of the Future Cities
forum; the exploration of the informal city
settlements and engagement with residents;
the design, build and public interaction with
the ideation installation in Ahmedabad; and
the installation of the telematic work between
New Delhi and London.
Research team formation
Three members of the 3x4 Metaspace team evolved
from the larger group of researchers during the
early stages of the Future Cities ‘laboratory’ event
and formed a knowledgeable partnership with
overlapping interests and interdisciplinary expertise.
Janu from microHome Solutions City Lab, Delhi,
brought specialist knowledge on social and
architectural projects for informal settlements, and
deep understanding of digital connectivity in the
context of both artistic communication and the built
environment. The work of Sermon and McAndrew,
provided a cross-disciplinary knowledge-base upon
which an exploration of the city’s informal settlements
could take place.

Visit to community inhabitants
The team visited informal settlements and engaged
with residents through conversations, leading
to further introductions and invitations into their
homes and dwellings. These conversations were
documented as a visual ethnography that focused
on mobility and family connections, access to digital
communications technology and the role it plays in
residents’ lives.
The material collected as texts and photographs
gave the researchers an opportunity to reflect
and re-envision the informal settlement based on
their observations, conversations and the practical
experiences of visiting the residents. The value of
an invitation into the homes of occupants lay in a
triangulation of these sets of knowledge, encounter
and record, allowing a better understanding of the
dissonance in ethnography and the ways in which
digital culture allows and defines sharing.

UnBox LABS Future Cities 2014
(top and centre) Workshop event
on Future Cities at National
Institute of Design, Ahmedabad
(below) Informal settlement home
in Ahmedabad
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From the collected texts and images, the researchers
began to piece together samples that resonated with
the activity they had undertaken, and which might be
used to more widely share the knowledge they had
acquired as a team. That knowledge was itself of a
complex nature, with shared roots and elements that
were also deeply personal.

UnBox LABS Future Cities
Informal settlement residents in
Ahmedabad

3x4 Future Cities, Ahmedabad
The concept of an immersive artwork or structure
evolved from further observation, discussion and
reflection. The results would be shown at the Final
Reveal exhibition of the event, shared both with those
who had been part of the original workshop and
others who had not, including academics, creative
and cultural industries, policymakers and the public.
The structure was created to be experienced both
from inside and outside, set to the dimensions that
were common plot sizes in resettlement colonies
nationally. When darkness fell, the cube of projection
screens lit up, immersing the muslin walls of the
structure in diverse and alternating sets of image
and text collated by the research team, all of which
related to the communities’ experiences of digital
engagement and connectivity.

UnBox LABS Future Cities
Ideation installation at the
National Institute of Design
Ahmedabad
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3x4 Khōj Studios,New Delhi, and Southbank
Centre, London
Using a live videoconference connection, the
telematic video art installation functioned between
two geographically distant audiences; located in a
3×4 metre green-box room at the Southbank Centre
in London and in a 3×4 metre blue-box space at
Khōj Studios in New Delhi. Public participants in
both spaces were captured on camera and brought
together through a system of live chroma-keying,
compositing them on computer-generated 3×4
metre virtual environment background scenes
developed at co-creative workshops with local
participants. This live feed was then streamed to
video screens in both locations where the merged
audiences encountered a series of digital scenes they
now coexisted within.
The virtual background scenes were created by
online participants and in workshops, directly
referencing their combined social setting, ranging
from informal settlement dwellings and New
Delhi environments to contemporary compact
interior designs and imagined worlds. The
opportunity to download, modify and upload the
background scenes further defined the process of
distributed authorship between the two locations.
As an alternative to dominant social networking
platforms, it provided an open provocation on
globally distributed authorship: connecting ideas,
provocations and imaginaries through a visual
dialogue that was extended through embodied
experience.

3x4 Metaspace telematic
installation process
(top to bottom)
Preparatory design for backdrop
and screen
Screens and rooms in Delhi (blue)
and London (green)
Chroma-key technologies at the
event in Delhi
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3x4 Metaspace

Videoconference and chroma-key flow diagram for
connection between New Delhi and London
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RESEARCH INSIGHTS

3×4 Metaspace ideation
installation
UnBox LABS, National Institute
of Design, Ahmedabad
7 March 2014
Silhouette of visitor interacting
with the projected background

The research generated insights into the informal settlements
of Ahmedabad and how the experience of residents might help
progress discussions on the future of high-density city living.
The output demonstrated the potential to validate self-made solutions
and practices through visual ethnography. It provided the basis for future
initiatives and a dialogical platform aimed at a range of stakeholders
from artists and academics to NGOs and policy makers.
It also added to an understanding of knowledge-types and how the
particular circumstances of this investigation could model coproductive,
collaborative and interdisciplinary knowledge.
In the first instance, the project engaged with individuals’ experiences
and practices to explore how the self-organised communities
exemplified in the Ahmedabad settlements exhibit qualities and values
that may not be appreciated by outsiders. Often referred to as ‘slums,’
the city’s informal, illegal settlements spring from an unforgiving urban
clearance programme. The project revealed resilient, self-organised
communities, lost in the resettlement process yet able to articulate their
social mobility and use of communications technology.
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The research revealed ways in which digital space
can be understood in these kinds of communities
and how this may extend and reshape notions of
environment, with digital and mobile technologies
used to develop senses of community and home.

underground culture and contemplative fantasies.
3×4 Metaspace also morphed into a playground
of spontaneous and undirected play. Children, for
whom the street and the objects it contains form a
recreational landscape, shifted their space of play to
this metaspace by ‘playing the city’ in an embodied
manner that extends these visual narratives, shaping
and layering them in new and unexpected ways.
In Space Time Play, von Borries, Walz and Böttger
advocate the potential of gamespaces to not only
create new notions of the city, but to permanently
change their future composition, speculating on how,
‘the ludic conquest of real and imagined gamespace
[can] become an instrument for the design of spacetime’ (von Borries, Walz and Böttger, 2007). This
comes at a moment when new forms of urbanism are
said to be abolishing temporal narratives of progress
and shifting the spatial distribution of power from the
global north to the south.

For the researchers, the investigation also revealed
a key concept of ‘informality.’ The resettlements are
‘informal’ in that they fall outside the planning of the
civic authorities and consequently are considered
illegal. The installation presented an alternative
way of seeing informal settlements that prefaced
their ingenuity in the face of adversity over their
illegitimate status. It recognised the self-made
solutions at the heart of their use of digital means
for community resilience and suggested that such
a perspective will become necessary as informality
gives rise to a new type of urbanism based around
communities’ self-made solutions, one that is fuelling
the growth of megacities in the global south.

The design of 3x4 Metaspace, its methods of
connection and representation, the layering of
London over New Delhi provided comment on the
domination of the global north and rising of the
global south, with the resulting dialogue between
Delhi and London establishing a critical pathway
in connecting communities through a co-authored
dialogue on informality in the global south and
its symbiotic relation to living spaces in the global
north. It responded to questions as to how the future
inversion of time and space might be explored and
contested through play and gave impetus to debate
as to how cities of the future might arise from this
search for alternative narratives that value the selfmade and temporary nature of informality, alongside
the unfolding hybrid of physical place and digital
space.

The creation of a specifically-sized installation
artwork with researched texts was an experiment
in how these discoveries could be communicated,
including the tacit value systems that underpinned
the inhabitants’ community values and resilience.
The project evolution resulted in the 3x4 ideation
installation, an immersive space which brought
newcomers into contact with a physically defined
yet flexible muslin-walled space, offering at the
same time the alternative space created by the
projections. That alternative space was one that had
developed conceptually during the research and
was only partially represented by the statements
and photographs that had been selected. Through
projection and the immersive experience, it better
represented the researchers’ discoveries as to the
extended, reshaped spaces that evolved through the
communities’ digital engagement.

In the context of informal settlements in megacities
of the global south, the installation provided many
public participants with their first encounter with
the internet as a co-creative networked platform. By
observing and reflecting on the qualities and values
built through informal markets and settlements,
the research identified an inclusive future cities
metaspace, enabling people to critically engage and
identify alternative digital platforms.

The telematic extension of the first 3x4 installation
was a temporal, spatial and ephemeral installation,
resulting in eighteen hours of memories and
reflections in the minds and collective narratives of
those who participated in it from 12 to 14 December
2014. Its legacy is a story told in and between two
cities consisting of human encounters and events
that unfolded between London and Delhi. Whilst this
transitory happening was extensively documented
through photographs and video footage the single
most important recording was from the line out video
feed; the final composited or chroma-keyed image of
the audience participants that caused the very effect
that can now be observed in its recording.
A recording of the datastream held a record of the
narrative co-created by participants in New Delhi
and London. As a co-authoring of built and imagined
landscapes it offered a critical visual commentary
on living spaces, racial segregation, informality,
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3x4 Metaspace

3×4 Metaspace ideation installation
UnBox LABS, National Institute of Design, Ahmedabad
7 March 2014, showing participant interactivity with the work and an example of text
collected from interviews with the community participants
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DISSEMINATION
Dissemination of the research began in the context of the UnBox
LABS Final Reveal Exhibition ‘Future Cities’ in Ahmedabad, at
which the research group first came together and where the 3x4
Metaspace ideation installation was part of a matrix of research
outputs contributing to wider discussion and dissemination with
a broad disciplinary and public interest in city development.
The wider public access to the work began with the two capital city
locations for the telematic installation of 3x4 Metaspace, linking New
Delhi and London, where there was wide public participation and
interest at both locations.

Installations and exhibitions
UnBox LABS Final Reveal Exhibition (2014) National Institute of Design,
Ahmedabad, 7 March. http://quicksand.co.in/media/unbox/UnBoxLabs-2014-Publication.pdf
Alchemy Festival (2014) Southbank Centre, London. Panel discussion
and exhibition,15 - 26 May. https://design.britishcouncil.org/
blog/2014/may/01/alchemy-2014/ http://quicksand.co.in/unbox/
events/alchemy-at-the-southbank-centre
UnBox Festival (2014) Khōj Studios, Khirkee Extension, New Delhi, and
Festival Village, Southbank Centre, London. 12-14 December. http://
unboxfestival.com/2014/UnBox%202014_Detailed_Programme.pdf
(Saturday 13 December)
‘3x4 a documentary film’ exhibited as an element of Lee, Y. (2015)
‘Design History and Practice: New Perspectives from University of
Brighton’. Gwangju Design Biennale, 2015, South Korea, curated
by Hyo Won Lee. 15 October -13 November. http://www.gdb.or.kr/
html/6th
Alchemy Festival (2015) Southbank Centre, London and India Habitat
Centre, Visual Arts Gallery, New Delhi. Re-installation of 3×4
Metaspace,15 - 25 May. (Bhanj, 2015). https://youtu.be/VakW3gs2B0o
Web We Want Festival (2015) Southbank Centre, London and India
Habitat Centre, Visual Arts Gallery, New Delhi. Re-installation of 3×4
Metaspace, 28 - 31 May. https://issuu.com/southbank_centre/docs/
web_we_want_brochure_high_res
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UnBox LABS 2014 Exhibition
Final Reveal
National Institute of Design
Ahmedabad, 7 March, 2014
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Articles, conferences and presentations
McAndrew, C. and Sermon, P. (2015) ‘3×4 Exploring metaspace
platforms for inclusive future cities’. UnBox Pop-Up London. Institute of
Contemporary Arts, London. 25 June. http://quicksand.co.in/unbox/
events/london-popup
Sermon, P. (2015) ‘3×4 Exploring metaspace platforms for inclusive
future cities.’ International Symposium on Electronic Art (ISEA),
Vancouver. Proceedings Vol. 2015, 14 to 18 August. http://isea2015.
org
McAndrew, C. and Sermon, P. (2015) ‘3×4 project outcomes
presentation.’ AHRC Design Symposium, London, 25 September 2015.
Sermon, P. (2016) ‘3×4 Exploring metaspace platforms for inclusive
future cities’, The Cultures of New India Conference. University of
Brighton, 30 January.
McAndrew, C. and Sermon, P. (2016) ‘Metaspace futures’. Metaverse
Creativity Journal 6(1) pp. 55–65.
McAndrew, C. and Sermon, P. (2016) ‘Performing Architecture’ Urban
Pamphleteer #6: Open-source Housing Crisis UCL Urban Laboratory,
October 2016, pp. 33-35. http://urbanpamphleteer.org/open-sourcehousing-crisis
Sermon, P. and McAndrew, C. (2017) ‘Hyperlocal Imaginaries’. sIREN
Conference: Arts and Digital Practices. Edinburgh College of Art. 30
and 31 May.
Sermon, P. and McAndrew, C. (2017) ‘3×4: a telematic/architectural
hypersurface’. RE:TRACE – 7th International Conference for Histories of
Media Art, Science and Technology. Danube University Krems, Austria,
23-25 November.

Selected press
Bones, L. (2015) ‘Immersive, inspired and collaborative – a view from
India’s UnBox festival.’ Research Beyond Borders. AHRC Blogpost.
https://researchbeyondborders.wordpress.com/2015/01/26/
immersive-inspired-and-collaborative-a-view-from-indias-unboxfestival/
Bhanj, J.D. (2015) ‘Sharing the same living space in Delhi.’ The Hindu,
New Delhi, 21 May 2015. https://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/
Delhi/sharing-the-same-living-space-in-delhi-london/article7229339.
ece

(top)
Urban Pamphleteer
front cover
(middle)
UnBox LABS at Alchemy Festival
Southbank Centre London
15 - 26 May 2014
(bottom)
sIREN Conference: Arts and
Digital Practices
Edinburgh College of Art
30-31 May 2017
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3x4 Metaspace

UnBox LABS March 2014, Future Cities, Ahmedabad
Access documentary film at
https://vimeo.com/94965198

UnBox Festival December 2014, New Delhi
Access documentary film at
https://vimeo.com/287957731
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(overleaf)
Unbox Festival 2014, New Delhi
Detail of participant in Khōj Studios
Khirkee Extension, New Delhi
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